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Executive summary 

The Supreme Court of India (the Apex Court) dismissed the special leave petition (SLP) 

filed by McKinsey India (appellant, company) against the Delhi High Court order in its 

own case. The company disputed the High Court order, characterising the research and 

information services rendered by it to its associated enterprise (AE) as high-end 

knowledge process outsourcing service (KPO) provider. The company considered itself 

a routine business process outsourcing service (BPO) provider. The company had also 

disputed the High Court ruling on the interest on the delayed realisation of receivables, 

considering it a separate international transaction. 

The Apex Court, after hearing the counsels, was not inclined to entertain the SLP and 

dismissed it. 

 

Facts 

 The appellant, a wholly-owned subsidiary of McKinsey Holding Inc. US (McKinsey 

US or associated enterprise), was engaged in providing research and information 

services and IT-support services to its AE.  

 The appellant substantiated arm’s length nature of both the above mentioned 

services by using  the transactional net margin method (TNMM), as the most 

appropriate method (MAM), with operating profit/ operating cost (OP/OC) as the 

profit level indicator (PLI). The assessee used a set of information technology 

related comparables for benchmarking the PLI.   

 Transfer pricing officer (TPO) applied a new set of comparables including two of the 

comparables chosen by the company and determined the arm’s length price for the 

research and information services. The Dispute Resolution Panel (DRP) reduced the 

adjustments made by the TPO, though marginally.   

 In the next level of appeal before the Delhi bench of the Income Tax Appellate 

Tribunal (Tribunal), the Tribunal made a detailed analysis in its ruling. The same is 

discussed below. The appellant did move the High Court thereafter. The High Court 

upheld the ITAT ruling.   

Nature of services – BPO vs KPO 

 Though the question from the appellant before the Tribunal was only on 

comparables, the Tribunal decided to analyse the nature of services — research and 

information services, rendered by the appellant, before analysing the comparables.    

 While analysing the nature of services rendered, the Tribunal analysed the Master 

Service Agreement (MSA) entered by the appellant with the AE, and observed that 

the appellant broadly provided three types of services: knowledge on call, practice 

research and analytics. The services under each type had a varying degree of 

complexity. Each of these services required compilation of data through research 

from internet and other sources, processing/ customising it in accordance with the 

requirement of the requestor, and transmitting it to the AE in form of excel 

template, power point presentation, etc.   

The ITAT also looked at the employees performing these services, and found that 

they were mainly researchers, specialists and analysts.  



The Tribunal also observed that earlier, the appellant had charged its AE on a per-

hour basis, but subsequently moved to cost-plus remuneration model. Per hour 

service charge ranged between US$ 375 per day (of seven hours) to US$ 1500, 

different for different designations. The Tribunal opined that such high service 

charge could not have been charged for research of casual nature.     

 After these crucial facts gathering, the Tribunal applied certain principles as laid 

down by the Hon’ble Delhi High Court in case of Rampgreen. In this case, Delhi 

High Court had stated that a KPO involves employment of advanced skills and 

knowledge for providing services. Tribunal, as stated earlier, applied the same ratio 

and concluded that the appellant was performing KPO services in the research and 

information segment. That required higher expertise and skills than those required 

in BPO operations.  

 The High Court in the appellant’s case agreed with the Tribunal’s work, finding the 

facts and concluding that the work of the appellant was of KPO, than of BPO.  

Comparability analysis 

 Coming to comparables, the Tribunal held that the comparability under TNMM 

covers even the broad similarity of functions. ITAT therefore analysed the functions 

of every comparable company vis-à-vis the appellant in detail, and rejected three 

comparables selected by the TPO. 

 When the DR requested to reject two comparables selected by the TPO, the 

Tribunal held that once the TPO expressly accepts a company as comparable, the 

DR cannot step into the shoes of the TPO to improve on what the TPO has done. 

So, once the TPO accepts a company as comparable, that becomes final acceptable 

comparable, qua the Revenue. The Tribunal was however fine with the assessee 

requesting removal of a particular comparable because the same was wrongly 

included. For this, the ITAT relied on its special bench ruling in case of Quark 

Systems.   

 Continuing on the comparability analysis, the High Court, in the appellant’s case, 

asserted that comparability standards for TNMM would normally allow selection of 

comparables which provide services of the same character, perform similar 

functions at similar level of risks borne and assets owned. This assertion was based 

on the Delhi High Court judgement in the case of Li & Fung. The High Court 

thereafter went on to agree with the comparability analysis of the ITAT. 

Change in remuneration model 

 As mentioned earlier, the appellant was earlier charging on a per hour basis, which 

was later changed to a cost-plus remuneration model. When the Revenue pointed 

this out and stated that it was done to avoid taxes in India, the Tribunal held that 

the object of transfer pricing is to ensure arm’s length nature of transactions, and is 

not aimed at maximisation of the chargeable profits from an international 

transaction. There can be no transfer pricing adjustment on the ground that the 

appellant earlier earned more, so long as the international transaction is at arm’s 

length price. 

Interest on delayed receivables 

 Another area of legal contention for the appellant was interest on delayed 

receivables. On that, the Tribunal held that the international transaction of 

purchase of goods or sale of goods and services involves price charged or paid for 

such goods and services by including the interest for the credit period allowed as 

per the agreement between the two parties. The international transaction of 

charging interest on realisation of delayed receivables covers the period, which 

starts from the termination of the credit period allowed. Such delay in realisation is 

subject to interest income under transfer pricing. 



 The Tribunal disagreed with the point that interest for delayed realisation is 

subsumed in the working capital adjustment. It held that working capital 

adjustment is computed by considering the average of the opening and closing 

values of the inventory, receivables and payables. A transfer pricing adjustment on 

account of delayed realisation of invoice has nothing to do with the closing & the 

opening values, depending on the period of realisation on transaction by transaction 

basis. The Tribunal relied on the earlier orders of the Delhi bench of the Tribunal in 

the case of Ameriprise & Textbooks International. 

 The HC upheld the above view of the Tribunal that interest on delayed receivables 

is a separate international transaction and that would require an independent 

benchmarking analysis.     

 

Judgement pronounced by the Apex Court 

The Apex Court, on an SLP filed by the appellant, against the order passed by the High 

Court, stated that it was not inclined to entertain the SLP and dismissed it. This was 

done after hearing both the sides.  

 

Conclusions 

 Considering that the Apex Court dismissed the SLP, it did agree with the judgement 

of the High Court. One of the key takeaways, as already discussed in this alert, are 

the principles which guide the nature of services for it to be considered KPO.  

 Though there have been several judgements till date regarding the distinction 

between the BPO and KPO, but this judgement is significant. Lower judicial levels in 

this case analysed the facts of the case in detail and gave clear findings on them. 

The Supreme Court, after duly hearing both the sides, upheld them.  

 Key issues for which this case is relevant are the following:  

─ There are differentiating features between the BPO and the KPO, based on 

functions, assets and risks.  

─ Once the TPO has finalised its comparables, the Departmental Representative 

cannot improve on them.  

─ The interest on delayed receivables is a separate international transaction and 

that would require independent benchmarking.  

 It may be mentioned here that in the case of Bechtel, the Apex Court had upheld 

the principles relating to the use of working capital adjustment for subsuming the 

interest income for delayed realisation of receivables. Since divergent views are 

emerging between the two rulings — this one and the case of Bechtel, it seems this 

issue is yet to reach finality, in terms of judicial analysis. 
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